Boiler Tube Cleaner

Remotely cleans interior tubes of steam, mud drums within boilers.

Travels along track, indexing each tube with consistent pressure for thorough cleanings.

Operated remotely from joystick control station featuring real-time display from onboard, forward-mounted camera.

Spring-coiled hose housed within automated drum provides flexibility, strength for all lengths of boilers.

FEATURES
• Up to 50 pounds of push to clear clogged tubes
• Fits through standard man-way entrances
• Can be paired with wide array of tube-cleaning heads
• Accurate indexing of individual tubes
• Real-time display monitor
• Pressures up to 20,000 psi

BENEFITS
• Eliminates confined space entry
• Ensures in-depth and consistent clean of each tube
• Removes operator from jetting zone
• Increases efficiency and decreases downtime
• Significant increases in boiler performance